Hammer Transportation
A boat transported the Hammer
to the job site where the platform
had already installed on the
seabed after the Hammer
completed a preliminary test
The BRUCE SGH-4519 Hammer with
completed the preliminary test on the
onshore in advance before it loaded on ship
or barge including the mechanical, hydraulic
and electrical function test to get a proper
operating pressure, oil flow and electrically
controlled fine adjustment all over the
Hammer and Power Pack is loaded.
it usually carried out their components put
together each components locally at user’s
work site due to limited packaging size.
The BRUCE Hammer SGH-4519 Hammer
had finally delivered to a barge and laid
down vertically on a Rollover Cradle to
make it easier for a safe Hammer lifting and
laying down on the Rollover Cradle.

Oil & Gas Platform
Most suitable offshore
application for an Oil & Gas
Platform construction from
BRUCE Hammer is under way
It is undeniable that the sea is the future of
Oil and natural Gas for human who are
living in the modern, complicated society to
live up to something we need in recent
days. But it is true that the oceans are yet
to discover and explore for their millions of
treasures by human, so far today.
This is the main reason that extracting an
Oil & Gas in the sea fields at great depths
and a long distance marine areas always
required a harbor or platform to carry out
the ocean project your company planned.
The BRUCE SGH-4519 Hammer offered
a highly productive pile driving
performance in the most Oil & Gas
production platforms in the ocean.

Piling Work terminated
BRUCE SGH-4519 Hammer
terminated the last stage of
remaining piles to bundle up the
Oil & Gas platform project
Doing the ship or boat chores happening in
the middle of the sea is not easy task while
the Hammer and Pack were on board.
Since a few times of bewildered bad
weather interfered in pile driving work,
BRUCE SGH-4519 Hammer was
continued to drive a vertical piles until it
goes down to the seabed and a
confirmation of the total length to be
measured a 75 meters of designed plan to
make it terminated the whole piling work.
The Hammer brought to a exceptional pile
driving performance in the count of driving
every one meter pile driven by every three
minutes and ten seconds.
it took average 120 minutes to finish up a
one entire pile including a recess time.

BRUCE SGH-4519 Hammer kept working its Pile Driving job around the clock
The Pile Driving job was kept continuing at any time of day and night
Because of unpredictable, quickly changing weather forecast for the Oil & Gas field in the sea, the BRUCE SGH-4519
Hammer had to promptly be employed to the piles, no sooner had the weather became clear then the Hammer kicks off.
No matter when day and night comes for the Hammer to finish up the last remaining Piles to meet the scheduled project.

SGH-4519 Hammer finished Project for Oil & Gas Platform construction
The BRUCE SGH-4519 Hammer brought a massive Piling penetration
The final Steel Tube Piles come to 75 meters in total length together with the Piles which are already driven
previously were awaiting the Hammer to finish up pile driving job for this Platform of Oil & Gas project.
A colossal amount of Pile penetration conformance had brought to Piles as each one meter section was
penetrated by every three minutes and ten seconds, the Ram reciprocation motion is relatively slow, though.

BRUCE IEA System
IEA monitors and extracts a
critical Hammer pile driving data
to manage impact energy
efficiencies on a real time base.
IEA (Impact Energy Analyzer) specializes
in managing an extensive pile driving
efficiencies on a real- time base to be able
to assess and evaluate output through
BRUCE IEA System used in regardless of
at job sites outdoor and in the office.
It is a vital and key step in the pile driving
management for all BRUCE Hammers.
IEA features visualizing an actual Hammer
operating progress at every sites through a
latest window touchable screen to get a
applicable pile managing data from
beginning to end including Impact energy,
penetration depth, blows per step,
cumulative blows, pile driving elapsed time
etc. and all these data can be printing out.

SGH-4519 Hammer
Ram weight

45 tons

Max. stroke

1.9 meter

Max. potent. energy

80.5 ton.m

Blow rate at Max .stroke

20 bpm

Tube Pile size

Ø1620-1820mm

Total weight

87 tons

PQ-1000 Power Pack

Specification of SGH-4519 Hammer & PQ-1000 Power Pack
The SGH-4519 Hammer brought to a colossal amount of performance
The SGH-4519 Hammer that was designed to drive a pile ranging from Ø1620 to1820mm
Steel Tube Piles was weighed relatively ponderous, so then it started to move its slow
reciprocation motion for the Ram to had more penetrating capability to drive a pile for an average
1 meter length of Steel Tube Pile to be finished in every three minutes and ten seconds.

Engine Type

Doosan Engine

Engine Power

1126PS / 828kW

Engine Speed

850 / 1800 rpm

Setting Pressure

280 bar

Rated flow rate

1080 lpm

Operating Weight

10 tons

SGH-4519 Hammer Project Briefing
Project Title

Oil & Gas Platform

Tube Pile Material

Steel

Tube Pile Length

23 ~27m

Tube Pile size

Ø1620 - 27mm - Thickness 80mm

Tube Pile Q’ty to finish

16 pcs of Ø1620mm Piles

Tube Pile weight

80 tons

SGH-4519 Hammer on the Project Briefing
Second stage of Pile Driving Job was terminated by BRUCE SGH-4519
An Adjustable Long Pile Skirt attached in the lower part of SGH-4519 Hammer grips a
Ø1620mm Steel Tube Pile to terminate pile driving job until it is driven the total length comes to
to 75 meters in observation of an initial project schedule to form this platform.
The second stage of pile driving job quantifying 8 pieces piles were driven by BRUCE SGH-4519

